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“Values-based character and leadership education 
leads to academic, professional and social success.”



Teaching Future Leaders was established: 

“To advance the education of pupils and teachers anywhere in the world by providing  
and assisting in the provision of character and leadership educational programmes.” 

To support the development of pupils’ character qualities and leadership skills, we have 
created fully resourced primary and secondary school curriculum programmes and 
workshops. All curriculum programmes and workshops are culturally sensitive; promote a 
values-based education approach, and support SMSC, PSHE and Citizenship education. 

The main benefit of using our framework is that all of the behind-the-scenes thinking 
around planning, delivery, engagement, pace, differentiation, and so on, has been done. 
We can therefore concentrate on empowering teachers to deliver more effective teaching 
and learning that impacts pupil outcomes.
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Teaching Future Leaders 
Introduction



Our curriculum programmes and workshops have been accessed by 25499 school 
pupils across 73 UK schools and 66 Overseas schools. Whilst this has allowed us to 
equip and empower teachers worldwide with a framework to support the development 
of their pupils’ character qualities and leadership skills, it has also provided us with 
the opportunity to work with pupils, teachers and school leaders to ensure that the 
framework has continually been developed and refined.
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Teaching Future Leaders 
Our work to date…

Number of pupils completing 
courses as of 31/03/2017. 



“The function of education is to teach one to think 
intensively and to think critically. Intelligence plus 

character - that is the goal of true education.” 

Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Teaching Future Leaders 
Rationale for our work
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We must explicitly teach 
the knowledge and the 
language of leadership 

We must explicitly teach  
the knowledge and the 
language of character

Teaching Future Leaders 
Rationale for our work
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Teaching Future Leaders 
Character and Leadership Programmes

Curriculum	Model

©	TFL	Educa3on	Ltd	2015

	TFL	Educa3on	-	Character	and	Leadership	Programmes	

Introductory	
Programme	
Year	5/6

Development	Programme	

								Year	7																		Year	8																			Year	9			

Employability	
Programme	
Year	10

Professional	Programmes	

							Year	11																							Year	12

First	Steps	to	
Leadership	

Module		

			Who	am	I?	
			Teamwork	
			Problem	Solving	
			Leading	
			Communica3on	
			Social	Responsibility

Learning	to	Lead	

Module	A	

Born	to	lead

Learning	to	Lead	

Module	B	

Taking	the	lead

Learning	to	Lead	

Module	C	

Being	a	good	leader

Key	Skills	for		
Success	

Module		

		Personal	Skills	Profile	
		Communica3on	
		Teamwork	

CMI	Award	in		
Team	Leading	

Module	1		
The	team	leader	

Module	2		
Communica3on	

Module	3		
Monitoring	progress	

CMI	Award	in		
First	Line	Management	

Module	1		
Leadership	impact	

Module	2		
Leadership	styles	

Module	3		
Leadership	priori3es	

Accredi3ng	Organisa3ons
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Student Leadership Programme
(One-day workshop)

First Steps to Leadership

Who am I?

SA
M
PL
E

TFL Education Ltd
Tel: + 44 (0) 7973 500 065  | Email: director@tfleducation.com

Web: www.tfleducation.com
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Learning to Lead
by developing character and promoting values

SA
MP
LE

First Steps to Leadership Learning to Lead
Click here to find out more Click here to find out more

Teaching Future Leaders 
Character and Leadership Programmes

http://www.tfleducation.com/primaryschoolcourses/
http://www.tfleducation.com/secondaryschoolcourses/learningtolead/
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Key Skills for Success Professional Programmes
Click here to find out more Click here to find out more

Student Leadership Programme
(One-day workshop)
Key Skills for Success

My Personal Skills Profile

SA
M
PL
E

TFL Education Ltd
Tel: + 44 (0) 7973 500 065  | Email: director@tfleducation.com

Web: www.tfleducation.com
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Team Leading 

SA
MP
LE

Teaching Future Leaders 
Character and Leadership Programmes

http://www.tfleducation.com/secondaryschoolcourses/keyskillsforsuccess/
http://www.tfleducation.com/secondaryschoolcourses/teamleading/


• Endorsed and Accredited by CMI directly through TFL Education 

• Flexible provision 

• Culturally sensitive 

• Mapped to statutory and non-statutory DfE guidance. Click here to view mapping document 

• Cost-effective 

• Teacher training and on-going support 

• Individual pupil booklets 

• Teachers’ booklets 

• Fully resourced - resource memory pen drives 

• Teacher guidelines for every programme
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Teaching Future Leaders 
Some of the benefits for teachers….

http://www.tfleducation.com/resources/learningtoleadcurriculummapping.pdf


“The research evidence is clear; schools that are values-
driven, have a core focus on character and leadership 

development, and have high expectations, demonstrate 
academic, professional and social success.” 

Aiden Harper - TFL Education
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Teaching Future Leaders 
Research Evidence 
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Teaching Future Leaders 
Historical Research Evidence 

• Weber and Ruch, 2012 suggest that research shows that character traits (e.g., perseverance, care 
for detail) were identified as contributing to school success. Variables such as reliance, responsibility, 
insistently orderly, socially mature, are positively related to academic success 

• Durlack, Weissberg et al., 2011 report that findings from meta-analysis of over two hundred different 
USA school-based studies demonstrated significantly improved social and emotional skills, attitudes, 
behaviour, and academic performance that reflected an 11 percentage points gain in achievement 

• Park and Peterson, 2006 show that lessons in character education indicated a potential 16% 
improvement in academic achievement. Good character leads students to the desire to do the right 
things at school e.g. behave positively in the classroom, put more effort into learning if necessary, 
and this behaviour leads to school success 

• In 2008, a study published in School Psychology Quarterly reported that social-emotional 
competence, which is closely related to character education, strongly influenced the academic skills 
of almost 300 third-grade students that were included in the study 

• In 2003, a study of more than 600 California State schools found a distinct correlation between the 
strength of the character education that a school offered and its academic scores
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Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

Context

• School A and School B are both non-selective state schools located in the North West of England 

• School A currently does not deliver character and leadership education as part of their curriculum 
provision  

• School B have explicitly taught TFL Education’s character and leadership programmes as part of their 
Year 7 - 13 curriculum provision for the past 5 years  

• Action research was carried out in school A, based on explicitly teaching a TFL Education character and 
leadership educational programme to 11 students and identifying the outcomes for pupils  

• In school A pupil outcomes were measured using initial and summative questionnaires completed by 
pupils, parents and teachers, workbook evidence, reflective log and observations 

• In school B a longitudinal (5 years) perspective of everyday practice of having a focus on character and 
leadership education was obtained through a semi-structured interview and the impact on the outcomes 
for pupils was measured (the initial cohort’s GCSE examination results)
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Questionnaire Findings - School A

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

Pupil responses

Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 

Focus Area Pre-Response Post-Response Difference

Self-esteem 56% 70% +14%

Self-motivation 72% 89% +17%

Assertiveness 87% 100% +13%

Resilience 70% 83% +13%

Tenacity 55% 67% +12%

Level Headed 78% 89% +11%
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Questionnaire Findings - School A

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

Parental responses 

• Parental perceptions of the self-esteem of pupils increased by 14% 

• Parental perceptions of pupils self-motivation remained unchanged at 100% 

• Parental perceptions of pupils assertiveness increased by 9% 

• 100% of parents observed pupils ability to show resilience 

• 41% of parents observed more ‘tenacity’ in pupils  

• Parental perceptions of pupils being level-headed remained unchanged at 100% 

Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 
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Questionnaire Findings - School A

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

Teacher responses 

• Teachers’ perceptions of the self-esteem of pupils increased by 9% 

• Teachers’ perceptions of pupils self-motivation increased by 3% 

• Teachers’ perceptions of pupils assertiveness increased by 33% 

• 100% of teachers observed more resilience in pupils 

• 12% of teachers observed more tenacity in pupils  

• Teachers’ perceptions of pupils being level-headed increased by 1% 

Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 
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Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

Reflective Log and Observations Findings - School A

• Participants enjoyed the taught programme 

• Participants found the taught programme interesting 

• Participants learned about themselves as individuals 

• Participants learned how others see them 

• Participants recognised the consequences of judging others 

• Participants had a greater knowledge of character qualities and leadership skills 

• By the end of the programme pupils could distinguish between the physical characteristics that 
describe a person and the qualities that define a person 

• Participants believe that a character and leadership taught programme would be beneficial for pupils 
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Extracts from semi-structured interview - School B

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

• All pupils take part in a taught character and leadership education programme as part of their 
‘daily diet’ 

• TFL Education’s programmes are taught in Year 7 - 13 as part of the school’s provision 

• The school dedicates one hour per week to explicitly teaching a character and leadership 
education programme 

• It was noted that pupils must then be able to make links across the school in form time, in 
assembly, in curriculum subjects so that they can see the relevance. ‘They must have the 
opportunity to consistently use the language in dialogue with teachers, peers and parents 
otherwise it becomes a pointless exercise, that is why we link character and leadership to all 
learning cycles across the whole school,……it permeates everything we do’ 

• The language of character and leadership is used constantly as part of dialogue between all 
members of the school community 

Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 
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Extracts from semi-structured interview - School B

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

• Attendance is outstanding in this school  

• Commitment from all staff is integral to the school’s success  

• The school works in partnership with parents and the local community with the aim of encouraging 
pupils to practice character qualities and leadership skills taught, explored and caught in school 

• The school offers a wide range of extra-curricular activities and experiences to further enhance 
character and leadership in pupils 

• Consistency was a word used frequently in the interview relating to the success of the schools 
character and leadership education focus 

• There is no room for flexibility, ‘if you bring elasticity you start to get inconsistency and that’s what’s 
difficult for staff, so if we remain consistent, sometimes it might feel a little harsh, but it means we’re all 
consistent with our routines and messages’

Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 
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Extracts from semi-structured interview - School B

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

• The school are overwhelmed with lovely stories about their pupils doing good deeds out in the 
community and because of this the school believes this is one of the reasons ‘we are massively 
oversubscribed’ 

• Intervention plays a huge part in maintaining standards and the school uses its acronym to make sure 
pupils ‘don’t see it as they are failing if they need intervention, ….the emphasis is placed on talking, 
realising and taking action’ 

• The school sets challenging attainment targets for pupils and at the time of interview the current year 
11 (the first cohort to follow the values-based approach) are preparing for their GCSE examinations 

• The staff feel there is a great deal of pressure placed on them this year, ‘we are all desperate to get 
some good results and prove that what we’re doing works, because that’s what our doubters say about 
our approach,…….you’re wasting time, you should be doing extra English or maths and they find it 
odd that, for example, we shake hands with every pupil as they arrive at our classroom’

Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 
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GCSE Examination Results - School B

Extract from research evidence gathered as part of a MA degree study into Character and Leadership Education. 
‘Understanding Character Education and the Impact of a Taught Character Education Programme of Study’ - Sarah Harper 2016 

GCSE examination results 2017 (the first cohort to follow the values-based approach from Year 7) 

• 93% of pupils passed English and Maths 

• 88% achieved 5A*- C with English and Maths 

• 63% passed the English Baccalaureate 

• 33% passed English and Maths with A’s or A*s 

Teaching Future Leaders 
TFL Education Research Evidence 
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• There is now a significant body of academic research highlighting how character qualities and leadership 
skills are directly linked to being able to flourish at school 

• A values-based education strategy that is planned, organised and reflective impacts pupil outcomes 

• The explicit teaching of character and leadership must be an integral part of this and underpin curriculum 
provision and wider learning experiences 

• Character qualities and leadership skills must be consistently taught, modelled and encouraged in order 
to provide the rationale, language and tools to raise aspiration, promote achievement and increase 
happiness for all 

• We must provide focus to equipping and empowering teachers to teach character and leadership 
education 

• TFL Education’s programmes can provide a structured, accredited framework that ensures all of the 
behind-the-scenes thinking around planning, delivery, engagement, pace, differentiation, and so on, has 
been done 

• We can therefore concentrate on empowering teachers to deliver more effective teaching and learning 
that impacts pupil outcomes 

Teaching Future Leaders 
Conclusion



We would be delighted to hear from you if 
you would like to discuss how we can 

support your work with your pupils.
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Teaching Future Leaders 
Conclusion

TFL Education Ltd                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Tel: (T) 0151 722 9765 | (M) 07973 500 065 | Email: director@tfleducation.com                                      

Web: www.tfleducation.com | Registered in England No: 6742579

We are sensitive to the demands on school budgets, teachers’ workloads, lack of preparation time, and 
the continual constraints being placed on curriculum time. 

With this in mind, we have looked to create a flexible and supportive provision that takes into account the 
current issues facing education systems around the world. 

mailto:director@tfleducation.com
http://www.tfleducation.com

